












   In this paper, we examine the diversity of transaction patterns observed between a 
single pair of one automaker and one auto parts supplier in Japan. Assumed reasonably 
that the factor of relational skill is under control in such dyadic transaction relationship, 
other factors that may influence the choices of transaction patterns are explored from the 
perspective of product architecture. By focusing on the matching of functional and 
structural hierarchies, which is considered to be the core o f the product architecture 
concept, we firstly formalize the architectural attributes of auto parts into three 
measurable sub concepts: (1) functional modularity, (2) structural modularity, which reflect 
the degree of interdependence between auto parts; and (3) modularity between auto parts 
and the overall auto design. Then based on the data of 33 items of auto parts collected from 
one Japanese supplier, hypotheses on the relationship between modularity of auto parts 
and three transaction patterns (the drawing-supplied parts, the drawing-approved parts 
and the drawing-entrusted parts) are tested.   
 
  The empirical results show that only functional modularity of auto parts has significant 
influence on transactions of the drawing-supplied parts and the drawing-approved parts, 
while transactions of the drawing-entrusted parts cannot be explained within the 
architectural framework consistently. We believe that the reflected concern of functional 
aspect during the decision making of outsourcing auto parts design i s important for 
understanding the competence of supplier management in Japanese auto industry. 
Especially when so-called modularization has been adopted as a strategy in the global auto 
industry, the function-structure paradigm may offer a clue for comparative research in the 
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苄苌荔荵譀鑜腩 艐腁 艑腪苌軀費苉芷苗苄苌閔镩腩 艐腁 艑腪芪論豗芵苄芢苩腂覼苉腁閔镩 艐
苌赜醢郝豶苰赳芤譚轰軒苌鞧迪苅赬芦苩苆芷苩苆腁花苌譚轰軒芪赬鞶芵苈芯苪苎苈苧苈芢述貏苉
苍腁躟苌苠苌芪諜苜苪苩花苆芪閪芩苩腆⠱⤠ 醼苌閔镩苆苌譀鑜鍉醊賝裋醶邫腩 艐膩 艐膩 艑腁
艐膩 艑膩 艑腪 腇⠲⤠ 醼苌閔镩苆苌赜醢鍉苈醊賝裋醶邫腩韡芦苎閔镩誱迂腇 艐膩 艑腪 腇⠳⤠ 邻镩酓
里苌郝豶苆苌醊賝裋醶論豗腩韡芦苎邻镩荦荕荃莓苆苌邮趇邫腇 艐膩 腪 腇⠱’⤠ 荔荵譀鑜諔苌醊賝
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艐 膩 艑 艐 膩 膩 艑
遽腀赜醢腅譀鑜荟荃荁荏莉莀苆莂荗莅莉腛覻
艐膁郝豶野进苅芠苩鎖詙閔镩 艑膁醼苌閔镩












































































ㄹ㘷㬠癯渠 䡩灰敬Ⱐㄹ㤰 腪 腂花苌赬芦闻苰腁諹苉躦芵芽軦裸闻躮腩蹳铌镩腁辳鑆遽腁裏釵遽腁針非遽腪
苉鎖苄苍苟苩苈苧腁遽艓苉躦芷鋊苨苅芠苩腩軀郼苍训芢顁貋腁鍟郼苍軣芢顁貋苰躦芷腪腂芽芾芵腁
猱 芪鎖詙閔镩苅芠苨 猰 苍躩鎮軔莁腛荊腛鏠邻閔镩苅芠苩腂花花芩苧腁詔鞪躟苌苦芤苈諮陻鍉苈
覼郠苰鎾苩腂11




















































































































































































































































































































































4.1515 0.2000 0.3946* 1
軦镴认
鋊鍸




2.1515 0.2000 0.1485 0.0371 0.0967 1
陻里論
顁鍸





3.2424 0.3258 -0.3150 0.2251 -0.4128* -0.1457 0.2942 1
郝豶鏆
鞧鍸
1.9394 0.1991 0.1899 0.4763* 0.1351 -0.2461 -0.2280 -0.0169 1
閔镩认
鋊鍸











3.4545 0.2503 -0.2812 0.1543 -0.4251
**
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(1.3444)
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莂荦莋艐 莂荦莋艑 莂荦莋艒 莂荦莋艓 莂荦莋艔 莂荦莋艕 莂荦莋艖 莂荦莋艗






































































































































































































































































































































































































































莂荦莋 1 莂荦莋 2 莂荦莋 3 莂荦莋 4 莂荦莋 5 莂荦莋 6 莂荦莋 7 莂荦莋 8










































































腀R^2  0.129  0.271  0.035  0.157  0.284  0.226  0.041  0.324镜艔腀(铭郠难闏邔膁裏釵遽)
艭=艒艒腀**:艔%腁*:10膓苅靌裓









































































腀R^2  0.331  0.314  0.395  0.409  0.332  0.317  0.404  0.467镜艕腀(铭郠难闏邔膁裏釵遽)
艭=艑艔腀裏釵遽腀野腀辳鑆遽
**:艔%腁*:10膓苅靌裓









































































腀R^2  0.371  0.363  0.318  0.401  0.378  0.365  0.328  0.438